
Synchrophasor
technology adoption by 
the Electric Industry



 Review of the major synchrophasor projects and specifically 
the WECC area

 Infrastructure changes as a result of the DOE grants and 
industry interest

 Solution looking for a problem to solve? 
◦ Some quick hits and wins

◦ Some disappointment in the evolution, results and adoption of tools 



• Synchrophasors measure voltages, currents, and frequency and frequency rate of change

• They do so at very high speeds
• They time stamp the measurements (60 -120 times per second)
• That helps synchronize the measurements so that a multiple amount of synchrophasors can be 

compared to others representing an event from a lot of areas of a grid. 

• You can determine phase “angles” between two or more PMU’s for a representation of power flow 
or stress. 

• Phasor Measurement Units (PMU’s) send the data to a data concentrator (PDC) that sends the 
combined data to a central place (control center). 

• That’s where all the magic happens to bring all this data together to do stuff with. 

• Engineering analytics, real time tools and visualization systems all await the arrival of the PMU 
generated data. 

• The technology has the potential to change the economics of power delivery by allowing 
increased power flow over existing lines. 

• Synchrophasor technology will usher in a new process for establishing centralized and selective 
controls for the flow of electrical energy over the grid. 







 Part of the Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG)

 Started January 2009; Finished March 2013

 Total program cost $108M



 Harris network
◦ Dedicated, private Wide Area Network (WAN)  

 Phasor Applications
◦ Phasor point
◦ Eterra-vision
◦ Voltage Stability analysis
◦ Developed tools to manage event reporting views for other reliability 

organizations ect.

 Infrastructure that receives real time data from most PMUs in the 
Western Interconnection





By providing more accurate and timely data on system limits, 
synchrophasors make the grid more reliable and efficient, thereby 
reducing planning and operations costs

And not only will these synchrophasors
help prevent outages, but they also 
save money.



 Networked and synchronized data will result in a wide-area 
view that will provide operators with better situational 
awareness

 Model verification and improvement will change the 
economics of the grid by allowing better use of transmission 
capacity

 New measurements not possible with SCADA, such as phase 
angle, can shed light on system stress and damping capability

 New measurement time scale will revolutionize real-time 
operations



1. Improve forensic analysis of disturbance events

2. Improve power system planning

3. Improve wide-area monitoring and situational awareness

4. Improve real-time operations



Planned Reality

1. Reduce the time it takes to analyze a 
disturbance event

2. Use knowledge gleaned from forensic 
analysis to better understand what the 
new metrics that PMUs are tracking 
really mean in terms of the grids health

1. The time to analyze and understand a 
disturbance event went from many 
months to weeks or days. Bob 
Cummings from NERC commented that 
the small amount of PMU data available 
was extremely valuable in the Sept 8th, 
2011 Southwest outage analysis. 

2. This is on-going and a few start-up 
companies are working to make this a 
reality in the coming years



Growing phase angle difference between
Cleveland and Michigan during the
August 14, 2003 blackout in the Eastern
Interconnection.

August 4, 2000 Oscillation that led to
the separation of Alberta from the rest
of the Western grid -- the simulation led
planners to expect that under these
conditions the oscillation would damp
out, when in fact the oscillations lasted
much longer with violent result.

Simulation

Reality



This Event was Caused By:

0844 PST: BPA BA LOST 660 
MW OF FEDERAL GENERATION 
WITHIN ITS BA. PROCEDURES 
TO RESTORE GENERATION ARE 
IN PROGRESS.



Planned Reality

1. Implement tools and establish processes 
within WECC for equipment model 
validation (power plants, HVDC systems, 
SVCs)

2. Implement tools and establish process 
within WECC for system-wide model 
validation

3. More accurate models will allow the 
system to be operated closer to the 
system limits, unlocking a huge cost 
savings

1. Currently being evaluted. Not only are 
the generator models more accurate 
than before but the new method reduces 
costs by not requiring generators to go 
off-line for model verification

2. Model validation is not being done on a 
system-wide scale yet

3. Not being done yet because of a lack in 
in trust of this new data and reluctance 
to compromise reliability based on this 
marginally understood PMU data



WSCC August 1996 Outage Generator Modeling



“[data from PMUs] will enable the region to
increase the voltage stability limit of the
California-Oregon Intertie by 100 MW or more, a
transfer capability increase estimated to be
worth between $35 and $75 million over 40
years, without any new capital investments”

Currently, most transmission corridors (lines or
groups of lines) have limits set for them by a process
provided by each Transmission Owner within a
seasonal study window. This gives at best, 4
quadrants of seasons that set limits that transmission
operators have to work within.



Planned Reality

1. Upgrade existing phasor network

2. Build out existing network

3. Develop architecture for integration 
synchrophasor network in control 
centers

4. Implement historical archive for 
synchrophasor data

1. Most of the145 existing PMUs were 
upgraded and networked

2. 336 PMUs and 49 PDCs installed

3. Minimal integration for numerous 
reasons

4. WECC’s data center was expanded to 
handle the Terabytes of data collected 
by PMUs constantly



Pre - WISP
(2009)

Post - WISP
(2014)

145 PMUs 481 PMUs



Legend

Green = UNDA Signed
Blue = UNDA Waived
Red = Not yet

98% of eligible entities 
have agreed to full PMU 
data sharing



Not Yet…



Planned Reality

1. Implement trending measurements 
including frequency, voltages, phase 
angles, path flows, and oscillation 
energy

2. Implement synchrophasor based 
alarming on phase angles, reactive 
reserves, and oscillation energy

3. Implement displays and alarms on 
advanced metrics (voltage instability 
predictor, mode meter, ect.) and pre-
determined operator actions

1. Measurements are being taken and 
recorded but not being implemented 
into control rooms, except in very 
limited applications

2. Too little understanding and historical 
data to set hard-and-fast limits to base 
alarms off of right now, except in very 
limited applications

3. The current displays for advanced 
metrics are overwhelming for operators 
and they do not understand how to 
extract value from these displays yet
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Current Issues:

SCADA data comes in every 2-4 seconds
PMU data comes in 30-60 time a seconds
EMS systems were not designed to handle 
data at a rate of 30/second

“Look at how much more accurate and
granular PMU data is. This kind of
resolution will allow for much better real-
time analysis”

-Engineer

“I couldn’t care less about seeing every
minute detail for real-time operations.
Show me the trends and big picture”

-Operator



Current Issues:

Real-Time visualization tools, and the 
new metrics PMUs are recording, are not 
well defined and therefore operators do 
not know how to interpret or handle the 
data



VS.



VS.



Place holder for video slide (taken out to reduce email size)



 Limited to manually monitoring the Imperial Valley tie line 
◦ SE phase angle vs measured phase angle is tracked

◦ When the difference is out of range an alarm is sent to SDG&E and APS

 Trying to use the WISP tools to detect small (<1Hz) intra area 
oscillations
◦ Can send an alarm through EMS to operators but do not because 

operators know what it means or what to do with the info

 For large (>10Hz) inter area oscillations there is no detection 
capabilities yet
◦ Do not happen often but when it does it has a major impact on 

reliability



 The examples of modeling using PMU data are very limited 
outside of BPA territory

 Still doing comparison between traditional modeling 
techniques and the PMU method
◦ Finding out that the models are not as accurate as originally thought



Quick History Lesson in Real Time 
Alarms to Grid Operators:

1st it was carrier communications with 
real-time pens in the control room

Then it was SCADA alarms

Then it was RAS printers





 Infrastructure established

 Groups such as JSIS are moving on agendas such as model 
improvements, oscillatory alarms, research on adding 
synchrophasor data to applications

 Phase Angle comparisons are being adopted for situational 
awareness inside control rooms

 Innovated approaches to the data such as Ping Things holds 
real time promise

 An agenda is needed to leverage the infrastructure 
established and the continued development of solutions 




